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Strain Path Dependence of Flow Curves 

W. H. Si l lekens, J. H. Dautzenberg (2). J. A. G .  Kals ( l ) ,  Laboratory for Forming Techno logy ,  
E indhoven  University of Technology 

Rece ived  on January 15,1991 

This paper deals with the changes in flow behaviour, resulting from abrupt changes in the strain path. The transitions 

tension-to-compression, tension-to-torsion and torsion-to-tension were investigated, using the plastic strain at the transition 

as a parameter. Three materials were selected for the experiments: CuZn37 brass, C22 steel and Armco steel. 

Results of the combined tests are presented and compared with the corresponding standard flow curves (from 

compression, tension and torsion iest). A conventional flow function (Hollomon) is accommodated to  record the observed 
flow curve changes. Metallurgical backgrounds are considered. 

KEY WORDS: forming, flow stresses. 

1. Introduction 

The flow curve (stress-strain curve) of a metal depends not 
only on the temperature and the strain rate, but aiso on the strain 
path. A well-known expresscn of this strain path dependency exhibits 
at a total reversal in straining direction; this is called the "Bauschinger 
effect". The influence of the strain path on the flow behaviour, 
however, is not limited to this single illustration but is more 
comprising. 

The study of these phenomena is not merely theoretical: many 
forming processes, more or less, involve deflections of a plain strain 
path. Changes in strain path which lead to a flow stress drop or a 
decrease in strain hardening are unfavourable since they may cause 
unstable flow, strain concentration and even material failure Several 
investigations have been done hitherto, either from a thecretical- 
metallurgical [8] or from a more practical point of view [4,9]. Yet, a 
quantitative description for use in metal forming calculations is, to the 
knowledge of the authors, not available. 

In the present study, the flow curve changes resulting from 
abrupt changes in the strain path were investigated. These abrupt 
changes were actualized by subjecting specimens successively to two 
different standard material tests. In this way three types of combined 
tests were realized: "tension-compression", "tension-torsion' and 
"torsion-tension' tests. The equivalent strain at the transition (pre-strain 
c 0 )  was varied. 

The object of this work was to record the results of the 
combined tests in accommodated flow functions. as opposed to 
previous work which did only record some typical changes in flow 
behaviour 171. In section 3 of this paper it wiil be shown that the 
results can be expressed as parameter changes in the Hollomon flow 
function. Preceding to this, the experimental procedure will be 
discussed. 

I 

2. Experimental procedure 

An investigation into the strain path dependency of flow curves 
must be supported by a careful experimsntal set-up. The combined 
tests were, as compared to standard material tests, rather involving. 
This will be discussed here briefly. 

Tension-cornpression tests. Pre-straining was done by subjecting 
cylindrical test bars to a tensile load. Next, compression specimens 
were machined from the (uniformly) pre-strained sections. These were 
designed as Rastegaev specimens (initially 012 mm) to maintain a 
uni-axial stress state and uniform defcrmation during testing [6]. The 
flow curves were computed from the measured quantities: 
compressive force and specimen diameter. 

Tension-torsion tests. For every test, two cylindrical test bars were 

strained in tension to the same pre-strain. These specimecs were 
identical, except for the diameter which was slightly different (initially 
gi3.0 and g6.4 mm). The pre-strained bars were used to perform a 
differential torsion test; flow stress values were calculated from the 
difference in required moments to twist the respective specimens (e.g. 
(21; von Mises yield criterion assumed). In this manner no 
presupposition of a flow function was necessary. 

Torsion-tension tests. For these tests a similar approach as in the 
tension-torsion tests was adopted. A pair of test bars of different 
diameter (see above) was twisted to a corresponding level of torsional 
pre-strain. and subsequently was Jsed to perform a differential tension 
test. The flow curve thus was deduced from the imaginary tube, 
obtained by 'subtraction of the two specimens". Benefit of this 
approach was that the torsional pre-strain was (nearly) Constant for 
the considered "tube". The respective tensile forces and diameter 
changes were measured. 

To outline the results of the combined tests, the corresponding 
standard tests (compression, tension and torsion rests) also were 
done. 

The tests were done at room temperature and in a quasi-static 
fashion; the range of equivalent strains which was explored was 
confined globally to: 0 < T < 1. 

Three materials were used for the experiments: CuZn37 brass 
(DIN indication 2.0321), C22 steel (DIN indication 1.0402) and Armco 
steel (trade name). For every material, the specimens were machined 
from the same rod (g20 mm) and were annealed to obtain a 
homogeneous structure. This was checked both by hardness 
measurements and microscopic examination in longitudinal and 
transverse direction: no significant oifferences revealed. 

3. Results 

In this section the results of the combined tests are presented 
by means of some examples and by a suitable characterization of the 
obtained flow curve changes. To start with, however, the results of the 
standard tests are presented. 

3.1. Standard flow curves 

For each material the standard tests were done in triplicate. 
m e  results of Armco steel are shown in figure 1. For tension, the 
employed strain range was extecded to the necking range by using 
the Bridgman correction [l]: this required the additional measurement 
of profile radii. These tension tests were done using solid specimens 
(initially 07 mm). 

The experimental data were processed using a PC-program for 
fitting of flow (unctions in a least-squares sense [5]. The Hollomon 
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flow function (o,=C.?) showed good results for all three materials 
and features a convenient characterization with only two parameters. 
Obtained coefficients of correlation R were lowest for the torsion tests, 
yet in every case R 2 0.9895. 

Each flow curve thus is characterized by a characteristic stress 
C and a strain hardening exponent n. The average values are shown 
in table 1. All three materials showed discrepancies between the 
distinct standard flow curves; these were most pronounced for 
CuZn37 brass. 

3.2. Tension-compression flow curves 

" ,  . , ~- , r I . - - .  1 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0 8  1 .o 
Equivolent stroin E [-] 

Examples of flow curves (tension-compression) Figure 2 

An example of a compression flow curve after pre-straining in 
tension is shown in figure 2; a corresponding standard compression 
flow curve is also included. This is a classical illustration of the 
Bauschinger effect. 

It was found that the compression branches of the obtained 
flow curves could be described by an accommodated form of the 

0.0 0.2 0.4 5.6 3.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

Pra-stroin i, [- ]  he-strain I, [-] 

Figure 3 Characterization of flow behavlour (compression 
after tension) 

Hollomon flow fundion. Here. the characteristic stress C and the 
strain hardening exponent n are considered not to be constant, but to 
be interrelated with the pre-strain To. Or: o,=C.T", in which 
C=C(Fo) and n=n(To). The symbol T then denotes the accumulated 
equivalent strain (sum of the pre-strain and the current strain). In this 
manner the results could be recorded satisfactorily; they are 
represented in the figures 3, 4 and 5. Matching values from the 
standard compression tests are reproduced on the ordinates of the 
graphs. 

3.3. Tension-torsion flow curves 

In figure 6, an example of a flow curve from torsion after pre- 
straining in tension is shown, accompanied by corresponding 
standard flow cuwes. 

The torsion branches of the obtained flow curves could be 
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Figure 4 Characterization of flow behaviour (compression 
after tension) 
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Figure 5 Characterization of flow behaviour (compression 
after tension) 
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Figure 6 Examples of flow curves (tension-torsion) 

described by the accommodated Hollomon flow function in the way 
depicted above. The characteristic stress and the strain hardening 
exponent, thus determined, are shown as a function of the pre-strain 
in the figures 7, 8 and 9 for the distinct materials. Matching values for 
torsion are included. These flow curve changes exhibit by a decrease 
in n; C aoproximateiy remains constant as compared to the values for 
simple torsion. 

3.4. Torsion-tension flow curves 

In the torsion-tension tests, the strain range was restricted by 
the occurence of necking of the specimens. CuZn37 brass showed 
the largest employable range, which is connected with its high strain 
hardening ability. 

An example of a tension flow curve after torsional pre-straining 
IS shown in figure 10, together with matching standard flow curves. 
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Figure 8 Characterization of flow behaviour (torsion after 
tension) 
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Figure 9 Characterization of flow behaviour (torsion after 
tension) 
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torsion) 

For CuZn37 brass il was possible to fin the tension branches of 
the obtained flow curves to the flow function as described before. This 
yielded the results shown in figure 11. The values for simple tension 
(uniform straining range) are added. Obviously, C decreases as a 
function of the pre-strain, whereas n does not show a clear 
dependency. 

The proposed flow function, unfortunately. was not apt to 
describe the results obtained from the steels C22 and Armco. This 
shows from the figures 12 and 13, in which some examples are 
reproduced. Both steels show a similar behaviour: pre-straining in 
torsion leads to a significant hardening of the material in a subsequent 
tensile deformation mode. 
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Figure 12 Examples of flow curves (torsion-tension) 
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Figure 13 Examples of flow curves (torsion-tension) 

4. Discussion 

The compression, tension and torsion tests yielded different 
flow curves. This may originate from a number of different causes, 
that can be classified with respect to their backgrounds in 
experimental, theoretical and metallurgical causes. Requirements 
appointed by the first category include a proper experimental set-up, 
the use of calibrated test-equipment and uniform properties of the 
test-materials. These were attained to as much as possible in this 
work. The second category involves the assumption of a yield criterion 
(torsion) and the utilization of a correction for necking in tension. 
Metallurgical backgrounds, nevertheless, are considered to be 
decisive for the differences in the obtained standard flow curves. This 
IS supported by several previous investigations. Differences between 
the flow curves from uni-axial testing and torsion can be explained 
from the development of both different textures and different 
microstructures (e.g. of dislocations) in the deforming material 12,101. 
These effects lead to flow curves which diverge with strain and from 
which the torsion curve is positioned lower. Differences between flow 
curves from compression and tension tests can be explained from an 
influence of the hydrostatic stress component on the actual flow 
stress value [3]. In this view, a hydrostatic pressure (as in 
compressive testing) leads to higher flow stresses. Hence, the 
compression, tension and torsion flow curves may deviate, depending 
on the material's features. 

Metallurgical backgrounds of the Bauschinger effect also are 
established more or less (e.g. [a]). Here. a lower yield stress value in 
reverse straining direction basically is explained from a larger motional 
freedom of dislocations, as compared to the forward direction. This 
lower yield stress may be representative for constructive use of cold 
formed pans. 

In the present study, however, not the initial yielding but the 
flow stress behaviour at considerable strains was empnasized. This 
can be estimated in a global way from the proposed characrerization. 

5. Conclusion 

The strain path may have a significant influence on the flow 
behaviour. In a first approach, this can be considered by basing 
calculations on the flow curve obtained from a test resembling the 
actual forming process, for example a torsion test for olanking and a 
compression test for rolling. 

The proposed description of the flow cuwe cnanges, resulting 
from changes in the deformation mode, is ment to be a first impulse 
to quantify these effects. Pcssible applications may include the 
forming processes wnich invclve strcng deflections of a plain stram 
path, such as reverse bending and can extrusion. 
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